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1 IntrodutionA seurity protool is an exhange of messages between two or more partiesin whih enryption is used to provide authentiation or to distribute rypto-graphi keys for new onversations [20℄. Even when seurity protools havebeen developed arefully by experts and reviewed arefully by other experts,they are often found later to have aws that make them unusable (see, for ex-ample, [6, 12℄). In many ases, the attaks do not presuppose any weakness inthe ryptosystem being used, and would be just as harmful with an ideal ryp-tosystem. In other ases, harateristis of the ryptosystem and harateristisof the protool ombine to ause protool failure [19, 5, 21℄.Analyzing seurity protools onsists mainly of two omplementary ativi-ties. The �rst is to �nd aws in those protools that are not orret, and theseond is to establish onviningly the orretness of those that are. These a-tivities are interrelated, beause the disovery of a aw may suggest an alteredprotool that we may wish to prove orret, and beause a failure to prove theorretness of a protool may suggest a partiular aw.In this paper, however, we fous on the seond ativity, proving the orret-ness of protools when they are in fat orret. Moreover, at this stage, we willstudy protool orretness assuming ideal ryptography.Muh work both reently (for instane, [1, 25, 31℄) and of an earlier vintage(suh as [7, 3℄) has proposed tehniques for proving protools orret. We believethat the approah presented here has several advantages.� Our approah gives a lear semantis to the assumption that ertain dataitems, suh as nones and session keys, are fresh, and never arise in morethan one protool run.� We work with an expliit model of the possible behaviors of a systempenetrator; this allows us to develop general theorems that bound theabilities of the penetrator, independent of the protool under study. (Asimple example is presented below in Setion 3.2; a more powerful methodis introdued in Setion 6.)� Our method allows various notions of orretness, involving both sereyand authentiation, to be stated and proved.� In our opinion, the approah leads to detailed insight into the reasons whythe protool is orret, and the assumptions required. Proofs are simpleand informative: they are easily developed by hand, and they help toidentify more exat onditions under whih we an rely on the protool.Our basi ontribution is the strand spae. A strand spae is a set of strands,and a strand is a sequene of events that a single prinipal may engage in. Eahindividual strand is a sequene of message transmissions and reeptions, withspei� values of all data suh as keys and nones. It is thus a sequential proessthat exhibits neither internal nor external hoie [11℄.3



For a legitimate prinipal, a strand represents the ations of that party (butof that party only, not its presumed interloutor) in one partiular run of theprotool. If that party may be involved in more than one run of the protoolduring a period of time, they are represented by other strands. The ativitiesof di�erent parties are represented by di�erent strands.A strand for a penetrator is a sequene of message transmissions and reep-tions that model a basi apability a penetrator should be assumed to possess.Examples of penetrator strands inlude suh ativities as:� reeiving a symmetri key and a message enrypted using that key, andthen sending the result of derypting the message;� reeiving two messages and sending the result of onatenating them;� sending out a data item suh as a name that the penetrator may know.Useful penetrator ations may be modeled by onneting a number of penetratorstrands.A strand spae is a set of strands, onsisting of strands for the various legit-imate protool parties, together with penetrator strands. One may think of astrand spae as ontaining all the legitimate exeutions of the protool expetedwithin its useful lifetime, together with all the ations that a penetrator mightapply to the messages ontained in those exeutions.A bundle is a portion of a strand spae. It onsists of a number of strands|legitimate or otherwise|hooked together where one strand sends a messageand another strand reeives that same message. Typially, for a protool tobe orret, eah suh bundle must ontain one strand for eah of the legitimateprinipals apparently partiipating in this session, all agreeing on the prinipals,nones, and session keys [15, 26, 32℄. Penetrator strands or stray legitimatestrands may also be entangled in a bundle, even in a orret protool, but theyshould not prevent the legitimate parties from agreeing on the data values, orfrom maintaining the serey of the values hosen.One may think of a bundle as olleting all of the ativities that were relevantto one run of a protool, although the de�nition that we give allows a bundleto ontain additional events that need not have been stritly relevant.A strand is a linear struture, a sequene of one prinipal's message trans-missions and reeptions. A bundle is a graph-strutured entity, representing theommuniation among a number of strands.Protool orretness typially depends essentially on the freshness of dataitems suh as nones and session keys. For this reason, the strand spaes thatonern us are not full, in the sense that they do not ontain all the strands thatwould arise if all possible data items were used. Presumably, the useful lifetimeof a protool is muh shorter than the length of time that would be needed forthe prinipals to use every possible session key or random value, and indeed wemay reasonably assume that values of these kinds will be invented only oneduring the lifetime of the protool.A strand spae models the assumption that some values our only freshlyby inluding only one strand originating that data item by initially sending a4



message ontaining it. Many strands, by ontrast, may stand ready to ombinewith the originating strand by reeiving the message and proessing its ontentsfurther. A strand spae will also model the assumption that some values areimpossible for a penetrator to guess; in essene, the spae simply laks anypenetrator strand in whih this value is sent without having �rst been reeived.In this paper, we will develop the basi mahinery of strand spaes (Se-tion 2). This mahinery inludes a partial order that models ausal ontribution,and justi�es an indution-like proof method (Setion 2.2). We then develop ourmodel of the penetrator (Setion 3), inluding a simple but useful theorem thatgives a general bound on what the penetrator an do, regardless of the protoolbeing modeled (Setion 3.2). Setion 4 desribes notions of orretness thatmay be easily expressed.In Setion 5, we study the Needham-Shroeder-Lowe publi key protool [20,12, 13℄ as an example, proving both authentiation results (Setions 5.2 and 5.5)and serey results (Setion 5.4).In Setion 6 we develop some more sophistiated mahinery for reasoningabout protools, based on a notion of ideal. We use this onept (in Setion 6.3)to state more powerful bounds on the penetrator than the straightforward the-orem of Setion 3.2. We then turn to the Otway-Rees protool as a ase studyto show the utility of these results. In ontrast to the Needham-Shroeder-Loweprotool, the Otway-Rees protool uses seret-key ryptography; the results ofSetion 6 are partiularly useful for seret-key protools.In eah ase study, we disover detailed (and unexpeted) information onthe exat onditions under whih the protool is orret.2 Strand SpaesIn this setion, we will introdue strand spaes and related notions (Setion 2.1).A bundle (Setion 2.2) is a portion of a strand spae large enough to representat least a full protool exhange; it has a natural ausal preedene relationrelative to whih indutive arguments may be arried out. The set of messagesthat we will onsider in the present paper are desribed in Setion 2.3. In[27℄, we develop a less restritive treatment that supports all of the reasoningwe develop in this paper; however, the details presented there would merelydistrat from the main points in this exposition.2.1 Basi NotionsConsider a set A, the elements of whih are the possible messages that an beexhanged between prinipals in a protool. We will refer to the elements of Aas terms. We will later (Setion 2.3) impose more algebrai struture on the setA, but in this setion we assume only that a subterm relation is de�ned on A.t0 � t1 means t0 is a subterm of t1.In a protool, prinipals an either send or reeive terms. We will representtransmission of a term as the ourrene of that term with positive sign, and5



reeption of a term as its ourrene with a negative sign.De�nition 2.1 A signed term is a pair h�; ai with a 2 A and � one of thesymbols +;�. We will write a signed term as +t or �t. (�A)� is the set of�nite sequenes of signed terms. We will denote a typial element of (�A)� byh h�1; a1i; : : : ; h�n; ani i.By abuse of language, we will still treat signed terms as ordinary terms. Forinstane, we shall refer to subterms of signed terms.De�nition 2.2 A strand spae over A is a set � together with a trae mappingtr : �! (�A)�.We will usually represent a strand spae by its underlying set of strands �. Inpartiular appliations of the theory, the trae mapping need not be injetive.We may want to distinguish between various instanes of the same trae; forexample, we may need to distinguish idential traes ourring at di�erent timesto model replay attaks.De�nition 2.3 Fix a strand spae �1. A node is a pair hs; ii, with s 2 � and i an integer satisying 1 � i �length(tr(s)). The set of nodes is denoted by N . We will say the nodehs; ii belongs to the strand s. Clearly, every node belongs to a uniquestrand.2. If n = hs; ii 2 N then index(n) = i and strand(n) = s. De�ne term(n) tobe (tr(s))i, i.e. the ith signed term in the trae of s. Similarly, uns term(n)is ((tr(s))i)2, i.e. the unsigned part of the ith signed term in the trae ofs.3. There is an edge n1 ! n2 if and only if term(n1) = +a and term(n2) = �afor some a 2 A. Intuitively, the edge means that node n1 sends the messagea, whih is reeived by n2, reording a potential ausal link between thosestrands.4. When n1 = hs; ii and n2 = hs; i+ 1i are members of N , there is an edgen1 ) n2. Intuitively, the edge expresses that n1 is an immediate ausalpredeessor of n2 on the strand s. We write n0 )+ n to mean that n0preedes n (not neessarily immediately) on the same strand.5. An unsigned term t ours in n 2 N i� t � term(n).6. Suppose I is a set of unsigned terms. The node n 2 N is an entry point forI i� term(n) = +t for some t 2 I , and whenever n0 )+ n, term(n0) 62 I .7. An unsigned term t originates on n 2 N i� n is an entry point for the setI = ft0 : t � t0g. 6



+a - �a +b� � +�w - ��w�d�w � +d�w+e�wwwwwwww - �e�w�f�
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww � +f�w+g�wFigure 1: A Bundle8. An unsigned term t is uniquely originating i� t originates on a uniquen 2 N .If a term t originates uniquely in a partiular strand spae, then it an play therole of a none or session key in that struture.N together with both sets of edges n1 ! n2 and n1 ) n2 is a direted graphhN ; (! [ ))i.2.2 Bundles and Causal PreedeneA bundle is a �nite subgraph of this graph, for whih we an regard the edges asexpressing the ausal dependenies of the nodes. Figure 1 illustrates a partiularbundle.De�nition 2.4 Suppose!C � !; suppose)C � ); and suppose C = hNC ; (!C[ )C)i is a subgraph of hN ; (! [ ))i. C is a bundle if:1. C is �nite.2. If n2 2 NC and term(n2) is negative, then there is a unique n1 suh thatn1 !C n2.3. If n2 2 NC and n1 ) n2 then n1 )C n2.4. C is ayli.In onditions 2 and 3, it follows that n1 2 NC , beause C is a graph.For our purposes, it does not matter whether ommuniation is regarded asa synhronizing event or as an asynhronous ativity. This de�nition formalizesa proess ommuniation model with three properties:7



� A strand (proess) may send or reeive a message, but not both at thesame time;� When a strand reeives a message m, there is a unique node transmittingm from whih the message was immediately reeived;� When a strand transmits a message m, many strands may immediatelyreeive m.Notational Convention 2.5 A node n is in a bundle C = hNC ;!C ;)Ci, writ-ten n 2 C, if n 2 NC; a strand s is in C if all of its nodes are in NC.If C is a bundle, then the C-height of a strand s is the largest i suh thaths; ii 2 C. C-trae(s) = htr(s)(1); : : : ; tr(s)(m)i, where m = C-height(s).De�nition 2.6 If S is a set of edges, i.e. S �! [ ), then �S is the transitivelosure of S, and �S is the reexive, transitive losure of S.The relations �S and �S are eah subsets of NS �NS , where NS is the set ofnodes inident with any edge in S.Lemma 2.7 Suppose C is a bundle. Then �C is a partial order, i.e. a reexive,antisymmetri, transitive relation. Every non-empty subset of the nodes in Chas �C-minimal members.We regard�C as expressing ausal preedene, beause n �S n0 holds only whenn's ourrene ausally ontributes to the ourrene of n0. When a bundle C isunderstood, we will simply write�. Similarly, \minimal" will mean�C-minimal.The existene of minimal members in non-empty sets serves as an indutionpriniple, an observation that lari�es the relation of our approah to Paulson'sand Shneider's [25, 31℄.Most of our arguments turn on the �C-minimal elements in some set ofnodes. These arguments are motivated by the question, \What did he know,and when did he know it?"Lemma 2.8 Suppose C is a bundle, and S � C is a set of nodes suh that8m;m0 : uns term(m) = uns term(m0) implies (m 2 S i� m0 2 S)If n is a �C-minimal member of S, then the sign of n is positive.Proof. If term(n) were negative, then by the bundle property, n0 ! n forsome n0 2 C and uns term(n) = uns term(n0). Hene, n0 2 S, violating theminimality property of n. �Lemma 2.9 Suppose C is a bundle, t 2 A and n 2 C is a �C-minimal elementof fm 2 C : t � term(m)g. The node n is an originating ourrene for t.Proof. Beause n is a member, t � term(n). By Lemma 2.8, the sign of n ispositive. If n0 )+ n, then applying De�nition 2.4, Clause 3 as many times asneessary, n0 2 C. Hene by the minimality property of n, t 6� term(n0). Thusn is originating for t. � 8



A B� fNaAgKB ! ���ww fNaNbgKA ��ww��ww fNbgKB ! ��wwFigure 2: Needham-Shroeder2.3 Terms and EnryptionWe will now speialize the set of terms A. In partiular we will assume given:� A set T � A of texts (representing the atomi messages).� A set K � A of ryptographi keys disjoint from T, equipped with a unaryoperator inv : K! K.We assume that inv is injetive; that it maps eah member of a key pair foran asymmetri ryptosystem to the other; and that it maps a symmetrikey to itself.� Two binary operators enr : K� A! Ajoin : A� A! AWe will follow ustom and write inv(K) as K�1, enr(K;m) as fmgK , andjoin(a; b) as a b. If k is a set of keys, k�1 denotes the set of inverses of elementsof k.We illustrate this notation in Figure 2, whih shows the bundle ontain-ing the intended behavior of the Needham-Shroeder publi key protool [20℄.The olumn below A represents the strand onsisting of the initiator's ativityduring the exhange, while the olumn below B represents the strand of therespondent's ativity. In the form we disuss it here, the protool assumes thateah partiipant has somehow aquired the other's publi key. One party, theinitiator A, generates a number randomly (a \none"); he joins this to his nameand enrypts it with the intended respondent's publi key. The latter generatesa none of his own, sending it and the initiator's none bak, enrypted withthe initiator's publi key. He has thus answered the initiator's hallenge byshowing that he ould read the �rst message. Finally, the initiator returns therespondent's none enrypted with the respondent's publi key.The intended result of this protool is that the two partiipants should ometo share aess to the values Na and Nb, eah assoiating these values with theother partiipant, and no other party should be in possession of them. The9



A P B� fN1AgKP ! ���ww fN1AgKB! ���wwwwwwwww fN1N2gKA ��wwP��wwwww fN2gKP ! ���ww fN2gKB! ��
wwwwwwwwwwwwFigure 3: Needham-Shroeder In�ltratedprotool might be used in a ontext where the two values are hashed togetherto yield a shared symmetri key for an enrypted session, for instane. Infat, it does not ahieve this goal [12℄; Figure 3 displays a bundle that servesa ounterexample and illustrates what an go wrong in this protool. In this�gure, the penetrator P has two periods of ativity, eah represented here by ashort strand. The initiator A intends to have a session with P or some prinipalwhose key P ontrols; P exploits this opportunity to impersonate A to B.Figure 4 will show in more detail how this behavior ould be ahieved.2.4 Freeness AssumptionsThe proofs in this paper use an assumption we will all the assumption of freeenryption; many other authors (e.g. [14, 18, 24℄) have made similar assump-tions, dating bak to Dolev and Yao [7℄, although not all have [8℄. It stipulatesthat a iphertext an be regarded as a iphertext in just one way:Axiom 1 For m;m0 2 A and K;K 0 2 K,fmgK = fm0gK0 =) m = m0 ^K = K 0For larity of exposition we make a stronger assumption in this paper, namelythat A is the algebra freely generated from T and K by the two operators enrand join, as embodied in Axiom 2.Axiom 2 For m0;m00;m1;m01 2 A and K;K 0 2 K,1. m0m1 = m00m01 =) m0 = m00 ^m1 = m012. m0m1 6= fm00gK03. m0m1 62 K [ T 10



4. fm0gK 62 K [ TThis is more than is needed for our method but it leads to the simplest expo-sition of the main points. In [27℄ we showed how to weaken this assumptiononsiderably, aounting for the possibility that the join operator is assoiative,for instane.Given Axiom 2, we may de�ne the width of terms:De�nition 2.10 If m 2 K [ T or if m = fm0gK , then width(m) = 1. Ifm = m0m1, then width(m) = width(m0) + width(m1).Attaks that might exist if there are terms that may be \read" as havingmore than one form are referred to as type aw attaks [4℄. Some type awattaks seem implausible|in the sense that most implementations would notbe vulnerable to them|while others are more troublesome.Type aw attaks are an example of a more general issue in protool anal-ysis. In real protools, the algebra of messages has many more relations|thatis, identities holding among terms|than we allow in our model. For instane,message omposition is usually an assoiative operator as implemented. Moreseriously, ontrary to Axiom 1, in real ryptosystems there are non-trivial iden-tities of the form fmgK = fm0gK0 . In what sense then an we say that ourtehniques provide useful information about protools whih use real ryptog-raphy?For any enryption algebra A there is a free enryption algebra A0 and asurjetive algebra morphism � : A0 ! A. Moreover, � and A0 are unique towithin isomorphism, this being e�etively the de�nition of free algebra in thetheory of universal algebras. In this paper we have shown protool orretnessresults for strand spaes over the free algebra A0. Now it is easy to see that ifa protool property fails for strands over A0, then the same protool propertyfails for A. However, the onverse is not true, sine protool failures may exploitrelations in the algebra A that annot be lifted to A0. Nevertheless, muh usefulinformation an be obtained by onsidering the free message algebra, sine weare thereby exluding vulnerabilities based on the struture of the protool itself,rather than on partiular properties of the message algebra.The problem remains to determine whih relations among the elements of thefree algebra A0 will preserve a protool orretness result. This is a hard problem,whih will doubtless require muh future work exploring di�erent approahes;Maneki has onsidered one aspet of this problem [16℄.Sine we have assumed that our message algebra A is freely generated, wean use a simple indutive de�nition of the subterm relation.De�nition 2.11 The subterm relation � is de�ned indutively, as the smallestrelation suh that:� a � a;� a � fggK if a � g;� a � g h if a � g or a � h. 11



We should emphasize that, for K 2 K, K � fggK only if K � g already. Re-striting subterms in this way reets an assumption about the penetrator'sapabilities: that keys an be obtained from iphertext only if they are embed-ded in the text that was enrypted. This might not always be the ase|forinstane, if a ditionary attak is possible|but it is the assumption we willmake here.This notion of subterm does not always mesh perfetly with the de�nitionof origination and unique origination, whih refers to the subterm relation (Def-inition 2.3, Clauses 7 and 8). In some ases, it might be more natural to usea notion of origination referring to a larger relation �0; that relation would bede�ned so that a �0 fggK i� a �0 g _ a = K _ a = fggKDe�nition 7.1, Clause 3, for instane, ontains a ondition on what key a servermay hoose that would be unneessary with the alternative notion �0. In thispaper, however, we will make do with �.An immediate onsequene of the freeness assumption and the indutivede�nition of subterm is:Proposition 2.12 Suppose K 6= K 0 and fh0gK0 � fhgK. Then fh0gK0 � h.3 The PenetratorThe penetrator's powers are haraterized by two ingredients, namely a set ofkeys known initially to the penetrator and a set of penetrator strands that allowthe penetrator to generate new messages from messages he interepts.A penetrator set onsists of a set of keys KP. It ontains the keys initiallyknown to the penetrator. Typially it would ontain: all publi keys; all privatekeys held by the penetrator or his aomplies; and all symmetri keysKpx;Kxpinitially shared between the penetrator and prinipals playing by the protoolrules. It may also ontain \lost keys" that beame known to the penetratorpreviously, perhaps beause he sueeded in some ryptanalysis.3.1 Penetrator StrandsThe atomi ations available to the penetrator are enoded in a set of penetratortraes. They summarize his ability to disard messages, generate well knownmessages, piee messages together, and apply ryptographi operations usingkeys that beome available to him. A protool attak typially requires hookingtogether several of these atomi ations.De�nition 3.1 A penetrator trae is one of the following:M. Text message: h+ti where t 2 TF. Flushing: h�gi 12



DÆ fN1AgKP ! �K� K�1P ! ��wwwwww E��wwwww N1A ! �K� KB ! ��wwwww��ww fN1AgKB! ÆFigure 4: Needham-Shroeder: Penetrator's First StepT. Tee: h�g; +g; +giC. Conatenation: h�g; �h; +g hiS. Separation into omponents: h�g h; +g; +hiK. Key: h+Ki where K 2 KP.E. Enryption: h�K; �h; +fhgKi.D. Deryption: h�K�1; �fhgK; +hi.This set of penetrator traes gives the penetrator powers similar to those in otherapproahes, e.g. [14, 24℄. They ensure that the values that may be emitted bythe penetrator are losed under joining, enryption, and the relevant \inverses."Figure 4 shows an example, illustrating how these penetrator strands an behooked together to provide the behavior assumed in Figure 3. The open irles(Æ) here show the two points at whih this diagram meshes with the �rst nodesof A and B's strands at the top of Figure 3. The label above eah of the fourstrands shows whih kind of strand it is, following De�nition 3.1.It is also possible to extend the set of penetrator traes given here if itis desired to model some speial ability of the penetrator. That requires noessential hange to our overall framework, although the proofs in this paperwould then need to be modi�ed to take aount of the additional penetratortraes. Our theorems haraterize a penetrator with just the powers we havedesribed; a penetrator with additional omputational or ryptanalyti abilitiesmay not be subjet to the same limitations.13



One example of an extended penetrator would be a penetrator who anryptanalyze old session keys, and thus bene�t from some kinds of replay at-taks [6℄; the penetrator we formalize here does not have this ability.De�nition 3.2 An in�ltrated strand spae is a pair (�;P) with � a strandspae and P � � suh that tr(p) is a penetrator trae for all p 2 P.A strand s 2 � is a penetrator strand if it belongs to P, and a node is apenetrator node if the strand it lies on is a penetrator strand. Otherwise we willall it a non-penetrator or regular strand or node.A node n is an M, F, et. node if n lies on a penetrator strand with a traeof kind M, F, et.We would not expet an in�ltrated strand spae to realize all of the penetratortraes of type M. In that ase, the spae ould not model unguessable nones.It is usually assumed that the spae � laks M-strands for many text values,whih regular partiipants an use for fresh nones.In the remainder of this paper, we will examine in�ltrated strand spaes inwhih the regular strands all belong to a single protool. In [30℄, we examinethe ase in whih the regular strands may belong to more than one protool.3.2 A Bound on the PenetratorBeause the powers of the penetrator are de�ned by the penetrator keys and thepenetrator strands, they are independent of the hoie of a partiular protool tobe proved orret. We an aordingly prove general fats about the penetrator'spowers, re-using them whenever we beome interested in a new protool. InSetion 6.3, we develop several powerful theorems about the penetrator, whihare used to prove results about various protools. Here, we will prove a simpletheorem that is useful in the example we will turn to next, namely the Needham-Shroeder-Lowe protool.The proof of this theorem is typial of how we use Lemma 2.7. By \S n T"we mean the set di�erene of S and T .Proposition 3.3 Let C be a bundle, and let K 2 K n KP.If K never originates on a regular node, then K 6� term(n) for any noden 2 C. In partiular, for any penetrator node p 2 C, K 6� term(p).Proof. Consider the set S = fn 2 C : K � term(n)g. Suppose (to derivea ontradition) that S is non-empty. Then S has members that are minimalrelative to �C (Lemma 2.7). By Lemma 2.9, any �C-minimal members of S areoriginating ourrenes of K. Hene, by the assumption, they are all penetratornodes. By Lemma 2.8, they are all positive nodes. We will now examine thepossible ases for positive penetrator nodes.M. The strand has the form h+ti where t 2 T, but K 6� t.F. The strand has the form h�gi, and thus laks any positive nodes.14



T. The strand has the form h�g; +g; +gi, so no value originates on the positivenodes.C. The strand has the form h�g; �h; +g hi; by the freeness of the algebra nokey is a subterm of the positive node unless it was a subterm of a previousnode.S. The strand has the form h�g h; +g; +hi, so no value originates on thepositive nodes.K. The strand has the form h+K0i where K0 2 KP. But K � K0 i� K = K0,ontrary to the assumption that K 2 K n KP.E. The strand has the form h�K0; �h; +fhgK0i. By the de�nition of �,a � fhgK0 i� a � h or a = fhgK0 . But beause our algebra is freelygenerated, K 6= fhgK0 . Hene, no key an our in the positive nodewithout having ourred in a previous node.D. The strand has the form h�K�10 ; �fhgK0 ; +hi. By the de�nition of �,a � h only if a � fhgK0 , so no key an our in the positive node withouthaving ourred in a previous node.Hene S is in fat empty. But if S is empty, then K 6� term(n) for any n 2 C,hene ertainly K 6� term(p) for penetrator nodes p 2 C. �This proof method is harateristi: it suessively onsiders the minimalelements in a set, onsiders whether they are regular nodes or penetrator nodes,and �nally takes ases on the di�erent forms of penetrator strands. Proposi-tion 3.3 is an instane of a fat we will establish later as Corollary 6.12. Wehave proved it separately here beause it is useful in Setion 5 and beause wewanted to illustrate a straightforward use of this harateristi proof method.4 Notions of CorretnessGavin Lowe studies a range of authentiation properties in [15℄; strand spaesare a natural model for stating and proving his agreement properties, whih areakin to the orrespondene properties of Woo and Lam [32℄.A protool guarantees agreement to a partiipant B (say, as the responder)for ertain data items ~x if:eah time a prinipal B ompletes a run of the protool as responderusing ~x, whih to B appears to be a run with A, then there is aunique run of the protool with the prinipal A as initiator using ~x,whih to A appears to be a run with B.For a regular strand in an authentiation protool, the prinipal engaging in thatstrand, as well as the apparent interloutor, an be inferred from the ontentsof the terms ourring in the strand.A weaker non-injetive agreement does not ensure uniqueness, but requiresonly: 15



eah time a prinipal B ompletes a run of the protool as responderusing ~x, apparently with A, then there is a run of the protool withthe prinipal A as initiator using ~x, apparently with B.Non-injetive agreement is weaker beause it does not prevent the other partyA from being duped into exeuting multiple runs mathing a single run by B.We an prove non-injetive agreement by establishing that, whenever a bun-dle C ontains a strand representing a responder run using ~x, then C also ontainsa strand representing an initiator run that orresponds in the sense that it alsouses ~x. We an establish agreement by showing that C ontains a unique ini-tiator strand using ~x. We will illustrate these properties in Propositions 5.2and 5.8, and also in Propositions 7.8 and 7.9.We will also state a simple notion of serey for a data value x, whih willbe suÆient for our purposes here. A value x is seret in a bundle C if for everyn 2 C, term(n) 6= x. Propositions 5.10 and 7.4 illustrate this property.This notion of serey onerns only what is \said on the wire." In thissense, a value is seret if the regular strands never emit it, and the penetratoran never emit it. Regular protool partiipants may \know" a seret valuein the sense of arrying out omputations that depend on it, so long as theirbehavior in the protool does not inlude dislosing it in publi.Moreover, if we prove that the penetrator never emits a value, it followsthat he an never derive it from values he reeives: for if he derived it, then hewould be apable of emitting it. The penetrator strands de�ned in De�nition 3.1orrespond to the ways that a penetrator would derive new values from thosehe already possesses. For instane, if the penetrator reeived a value g x, thenan S-strand would lead to the penetrator emitting the supposed seret x.More stringent notions of serey are also possible, as for instane informa-tion ow seurity properties, and may be fruitfully applied to seurity proto-ols [9℄.5 The Needham-Shroeder-Lowe ProtoolThe Needham-Shroeder-Lowe protool was proposed by Gavin Lowe [13℄ as away to �x the publi-key protool proposed by Needham and Shroeder [20℄,whih he had disovered to be awed [12℄. In the form Lowe onsiders, the pro-tool assumes that eah partiipant has somehow disovered the other's publikey.1. A �! B: fNaAgKB2. B �! A: fNaNbBgKA3. A �! B: fNbgKBThis protool di�ers from the original Needham-Shroeder publi key protoolonly in message 2; in the original protool, B's name is not inluded.16



In [13℄, Lowe proves the orretness of the revised protool, showing that anyattak against the revised protool ould be realized using just two runs of theprotool. The fdr model heker disloses that no attak exists on suh a smallsystem; this result is on�rmed by examining the possible forms of an attak.In this setion we will give a di�erent proof using the strand spae approah.We speialize the term algebra somewhat, equipping it with:� A set of names Tname � T. We will use variables suh as A, B to rangeover Tname.� A mapping K : Tname ! K. This is the mapping that assoiates a publikey with eah prinipal. We will follow tradition by writing K(A) inthe form KA. We will assume that this funtion is injetive, so that ifKA = KB, then A = B.The protool does not ahieve its authentiation goals unless the mapping K isinjetive.5.1 NSL Strand SpaesDe�nition 5.1 An in�ltrated strand spae �;P is an NSL spae if � is theunion of three kinds of strands:1. Penetrator strands s 2 P;2. \Initiator strands" s 2 Init[A;B;Na; Nb℄ with trae:h+fNaAgKB ; �fNaNbBgKA ; +fNbgKB iwhere A;B 2 Tname, Na; Nb 2 T but Na 62 Tname. Init[A;B;Na; Nb℄ willdenote the set of all strands with the trae shown. The prinipal assoiatedwith this strand is A.3. Complementary \responder strands" s 2 Resp[A;B;Na; Nb℄ with trae:h�fNaAgKB ; +fNaNbBgKA ; �fNbgKB iwhere A;B 2 Tname, Na; Nb 2 T but Nb 62 Tname. Resp[A;B;Na; Nb℄ willdenote the set of all strands with the trae shown. The prinipal assoiatedwith this strand is B.If s 2 Init[A;B;Na; Nb℄ or s 2 Resp[A;B;Na; Nb℄ is a regular strand, then werefer to A and B as the initiator and the responder of s (respetively), and toNa and Nb as the initiator's value and responder's value (respetively). Theintention is that these values should be nones, in the sense of texts uniquelyoriginating in �. Although all the initiator and responder strands in the strandspae are omplete, in the sense that they ontain all three nodes, partiularbundles may ontain only the �rst one or two nodes on some strand.Given any strand s in �, we an uniquely lassify it as a penetrator strand,an initiator's strand, or a respondent's strand just by the form of its trae. Inpartiular, given an NSL spae �, we an read o� whih strands are penetratorstrands, so that (�;P) is uniquely determined. Hene we an omit P safely.17



fNaAgKB- hs; 1i� v0z }| {fNaNbAgKA n0�wwwwn2 : : : Nb : : :- v3z }| {fNbgKB - n3�wwwwwwwwFigure 5: Regular Node n2: Minimal in S5.2 Agreement: The Responder's GuaranteeProposition 5.2 Suppose:1. � is an NSL spae, C is a bundle in �, and s is a responder strand inResp[A;B;Na; Nb℄ with C-height 3;2. K�1A 62 KP; and3. Na 6= Nb and Nb is uniquely originating in �.Then C ontains an initiator's strand t 2 Init[A;B;Na; Nb℄ with C-height 3.We will prove this using a sequene of lemmas. Throughout the remainder ofthis setion, we will �x an arbitrary �, C, s, A, B, Na, and Nb satisfying thehypotheses of Proposition 5.2. The node hs; 2i outputs the value fNaNbBgKA ;for onveniene we will refer to this node as n0, and to its term as v0. The nodehs; 3i reeives the value fNbgKB ; we will refer to this node as n3 and its termas v3. We will identify two additional nodes n1 and n2 during the ourse of theproof, suh that n0 � n1 � n2 � n3.Lemma 5.3 Nb originates at n0.Proof. By the assumptions, Nb � v0, and the sign of n0 is positive. Thus,we need only hek that Nb 6� n0, where n0 is the node hs; 1i preeding n0 onthe same strand. Sine term(n0) = fNaAgKB , we need to hek that Nb 6= Na,whih is a hypothesis, and Nb 6= A, whih follows from the stipulation|inDe�nition 5.1 Clause 3|that the responder's value not be in Tname. �Next omes the main lemma, whih establishes that the ruial step is takenby a regular strand and not a penetrator strand. As usual, it onsiders the�-minimal members of a set of nodes. The ontent of the lemma is representedin Figure 5.Lemma 5.4 The set S = fn 2 C : Nb � term(n) ^ v0 6� term(n)g has a�-minimal node n2. The node n2 is regular, and the sign of n2 is positive.18



Proof. Beause n3 2 C, and n3 ontains Nb but not v0, S is non-empty. HeneS has at least one �-minimal element n2 by Lemma 2.7. The sign of n2 ispositive by Lemma 2.8.Can n2 lie on a penetrator strand p? Let us examine the possible asesfor positive penetrator nodes, aording to the form of the trae of p. We willonsider ase S last.M. The trae tr(p) has the form h+ti where t 2 T; so we must have t = Nb.In this ase Nb originates on this strand. But that is impossible, as Nboriginates uniquely on the regular node n0 (Lemma 5.3).F. The trae tr(p) has the form h�gi, and thus laks any positive nodes.T. The trae tr(p) has the form h�g; +g; +gi, so the positive nodes are notminimal ourrenes.C. The trae tr(p) has the form h�g; �h; +g hi, so the positive node is not aminimal ourrene.K. The trae tr(p) has the form h+K0i where K0 2 KP. But Nb 6� K0, so thisase does not apply.E. The trae tr(p) has the form h�K0; �h; +fhgK0i. Suppose Nb � fhgK0 ^v0 6� fhgK0 . Sine Nb 6= fhgK0 , Nb � h. Moreover, v0 6� h, so the positivenode is not minimal in S.D. The trae tr(p) has the form h�K�10 ; �fhgK0 ; +hi. If the positive node isminimal in S, then v0 6� h but v0 � fhgK0 . Hene (using the assumptionof free enryption) h = NaNbB and K0 = KA. Thus, there exists a nodem (the �rst on this strand) with term(m) = K�1A . Sine by assumption,K�1A 62 KP, we may apply Proposition 3.3 to infer thatK�1A originates on aregular node. However, no initiator strand or responder strand originatesK�1A .S. The trae tr(p) has the form h�g h; +g; +hi. Assume term(n2) = g; thereis a symmetrial ase if term(n2) = h.Beause n2 2 S, Nb � g and v0 6� g. Observe that v0 � h in thissituation: by the minimality of n2, we know v0 � g h. However, v0 6= g h,hene v0 � h.Let T = fm 2 C : m � n2 ^ g h � term(m)g. Every member of T is apenetrator node, beause no regular node ontains a subterm g h where hontains any enrypted subterm.T is non-empty beause hp; 1i 2 T . Hene T has a minimal member m byLemma 2.7, whih is of positive sign by Lemma 2.8. Let us onsider whatkind of strand m an lie on.M, F, T, K. Clearly a minimal member of T annot lie on these strands.19



fNaAgKB- hs; 1i� v0z }| {fNaNbAgKA n0�wwwwn1 �fNaNbAgKA...�n2�ww : : :Nb : : :- v3z }| {fNbgKB - n3�
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwFigure 6: Node n1 Contains v0S. If g h � term(m), where m is a positive node on a strand p0 of kindS, then g h � term(hp0; 1i). Moreover, hp0; 1i � m, ontraditing theminimality of m in T .E. If g h � term(m), where m is a positive node on a strand p0 of kindE, then g h � term(hp0; 2i). Moreover, hp0; 2i � m, ontraditing theminimality of m in T .D. If g h � term(m), where m is a positive node on a strand p0 of kindD, then g h � term(hp0; 2i). Moreover, hp0; 2i � m, ontraditing theminimality of m in T .C. Suppose g h � term(m), where m is a positive node on a strand p0 ofkindC, andm is minimal in T . Then g h = term(m), and p0 has traeh�g; �h; +g hi. Hene, term(hp0; 1i) = term(n2) and hp0; 1i � n2,ontraditing the minimality of n2 in S.Therefore n2 does not lie on a penetrator strand, but must lie on a regularstrand instead. �De�nition 5.5 Fix some n2 that is �-minimal in S = fn 2 C : Nb � term(n)^v0 6� term(n)g, and is therefore regular and of positive sign.Let t be the strand on whih n2 lies. We show next that t also has a node inwhih v0 (= fNaNbBgKA) ours. This lemma is illustrated in Figure 6.Lemma 5.6 A node n1 preedes n2 on t, and term(n1) = fNaNbBgKA .Proof. Nb originates at n0 (Lemma 5.3), and originates uniquely in � (As-sumption 3). Moreover, n2 6= n0, beause v0 � term(n0) while v0 6� term(n2).Hene, Nb does not originate at n2. So there is a node n1 preeding n2 on20



the same strand suh that Nb � term(n1). By the minimality property ofn2, v0 = fNaNbBgKA � term(n1). However, as no regular node ontains anenrypted term as a proper subterm, fNaNbBgKA = term(n1). �Lemma 5.7 The regular strand t ontaining n1 and n2 is an initiator strand,and is ontained in C.Proof. Node n2 is a positive regular node and omes after a node (namelyn1) of the form fx y zgK . Hene t is an initiator strand; if it were a responderstrand, it would ontain only a negative node after one of that form. Thus, n1and n2 are the seond and third nodes of t respetively. Sine the last node oft is ontained in C, it must have C-height of 3. �Proof of Proposition 5.2. Proposition 5.2 now follows immediately fromLemmas 5.6 and 5.7. �We have now proved the non-injetive agreement property for the NSL re-sponder. Injetivity follows easily on the assumption that the initiator hooseshis value Na so that it uniquely originates. If Na is not uniquely originating,then the injetivity property is learly false.Proposition 5.8 If � is an NSL spae, and Na is uniquely originating in �,then there is at most one strand t 2 Init[A;B;Na; Nb℄ for any A, B, and Nb.Proof. If t 2 Init[A;B;Na; Nb℄ for any A, B, and Nb, then ht; 1i is positive,Na � termht; 1i, and Na annot possibly our earlier on t. So Na originatesat node ht; 1i. Hene, if Na originates uniquely in �, there an be at most onesuh t. �The requirement in Proposition 5.2 that Na and Nb be distint is a peu-liarity of our approah. Without this assumption, the proposition is false. Theresponder strandh�fNaAgKB ; +fNaNaBgKA ; �fNagKB ian be embedded in a bundle C in whih Na and A originate on M-nodes, andthe �nal term fNagKB is generated by the penetrator on the \o� hane" that Bwill reuse the given none Na. The responder's none Nb (= Na) does originateuniquely then; however, not on the responder's strand, but on an M-strand.In a probabilisti model, we would assume that the hoie of Nb is inde-pendent of the value of Na. In this ase, the penetrator's strategy will sueedsometimes, but no more frequently than randomly generating the bits to enryptto make up the last message. Hene, this strategy may be safely ignored.Thus, our strand spae model an be more stringent than a faithful proba-bilisti model. An implementor an justify \utting orners," for instane by notprogramming the hek for Nb = Na, by showing in the probabilisti model thatan exploitation strategy has negligible probability of suess, despite existing inthe strand spae model. 21



5.3 The Original Needham-Shroeder ProtoolThis analysis also sheds light on why the original Needham-Shroeder protoolwould be vulnerable. The analysis is exatly parallel exept that the Lemmaorresponding to Lemma 5.6 would read:Lemma 5.9 In the original Needham-Shroeder protool, a node n1 preedes n2on the same regular strand t, and term(n1) = fNaNbgKA .With this weaker information, we an not onlude that t 2 Init[A;B;Na; Nb℄,beause the responder's identity is not determined by the term fNaNbgKA ,whih is all that we know s and t agree on. We an only infer that t 2Init[A;C;Na; Nb℄ for some C. This is exatly the weakness that Lowe's attakexploits.5.4 Serey: The Responder's NoneWe may use the same methods to show that the responder's none Nb remainsseret in the protool. For this result, we also need to assume that the respon-der's private key is not ompromised. If it were, the penetrator ould read Nbdiretly from the last message of the exhange.Proposition 5.10 Suppose:1. � is an NSL spae, C is a bundle in �, and s a responder's strand inResp[A;B;Na; Nb℄;2. K�1A 62 KP and K�1B 62 KP; and3. Na 6= Nb and Nb is uniquely originating in �.Then for all nodes m 2 C suh that Nb � term(m), either fNaNbBgKA �term(m) or fNbgKB � term(m). In partiular, Nb 6= term(m).Proof. Let �, C, s, A, B, Na, and Nb satisfy the hypotheses, and, as inProposition 5.2, we will again refer to hs; 2i as n0, and to its term fNaNbBgKAas v0. The node hs; 3i reeives the value fNbgKB ; we will refer to this node asn3 and its term as v3. Consider the set:S = fn 2 C : Nb � term(n)^ v0 6� term(n) ^ v3 6� term(n)gIf S is non-empty, then it has at least one �-minimal element. We show �rst(Lemma 5.11) that suh nodes are not regular. We next show (Lemma 5.12)that they are not penetrator nodes. Therefore S is empty, and the theoremholds.Lemma 5.11 No minimal member of S is a regular node.22



Proof. Suppose instead that m 2 S is minimal and a regular node. The signof m is positive by Lemma 2.8.Node m annot lie on s: Only n0 is positive, and v0 = term(n0), so n0 isnot in S.Nor an m lie on a responder's strand s0 6= s. In that ase, m = hs0; 2i, soterm(m) = fN;N 0; CgKD . Sine Nb � term(m), either Nb = N or Nb = N 0.� If Nb = N , Nb � term(hs0; 1i), beause the �rst node hs0; 1i is fN;DgKC =fNb; DgKC . Moreover, v0 6� fNb; DgKC and v3 6� fNb; DgKC . Henehs0; 1i 2 S. Sine hs0; 1i � m, this ontradits the minimality of m.� If Nb 6= N and Nb = N 0, then Nb originates at m, ontraditing theassumption that Nb originates uniquely on n0.Suppose next that m lies on an initiator strand s0. It must be either the �rstor third node.� If m = hs0; 1i, then sine Nb � term(m), Nb originates at m, ontraditingthe assumption that Nb originates uniquely on n0.� If m = hs0; 3i, then term(m) = fNbgKC . So the seond node hs0; 2i is ofthe form fxNb CgK . However, C 6= B, beause otherwise v3 = term(m).Hene hs0; 2i � m is in S, ontraditing the minimality of m. �Lemma 5.12 No minimal member of S is a penetrator node.Proof Sketh. The proof is almost idential to the proof of Lemma 5.4.The only signi�ant di�erene is that when the penetrator strand is of type D,we must onsider two ases. In one ase, h = NaNbB and K0 = KA, whihare the plaintext and key that produe v0. In the other ase, h = Nb andK0 = KB, whih are the plaintext and key that produe v3. Hene, we mustapply Proposition 3.3 to eah of the two private keys, whih explains the needto assume both unompromised. �5.5 The Initiator's Guarantees: Serey and AgreementThe proof of the serey of the initiator's none Na is very similar to the proofwe have just given.Proposition 5.13 Suppose:1. � is an NSL spae, C is a bundle in �, and s an initiator's strand inInit[A;B;Na; Nb℄ with C-height 3;2. K�1A 62 KP and K�1B 62 KP; and3. Na is uniquely originating in �.Then for all nodes m 2 C suh that Na � term(m), either fNaAgKB � term(m)or fNaNbBgKA � term(m). In partiular, Na 6= term(m).23



By ontrast, the initiator's guarantee of agreement is essentially di�erent. Inpartiular, it requires a stronger hypothesis than Proposition 5.2, namely thatboth private keysK�1A andK�1B are unompromised. Not surprisingly, if K�1B 2KP, then the penetrator an omplete the entire exhange with no ativity onB's part.Somewhat more surprising is this: If K�1A 2 KP, then the penetrator anread B's reply fNaNbBgKA , substituting a di�erent reply fNaN 0BgKA . Thisattak prevents us from proving agreement for the initiator assuming only thatthe responder's private key is unompromised. Indeed, a proof approah basedon an analogy with Proposition 5.2 fails.However, we an prove an agreement theorem using the serey of Na as alemma.Proposition 5.14 Suppose:1. � is an NSL spae, C is a bundle in �, and s an initiator's strand inInit[A;B;Na; Nb℄ with C-height 3;2. K�1A 62 KP and K�1B 62 KP; and3. Na is uniquely originating in �.Then there exists a responder's strand t 2 Resp[A;B;Na; Nb℄ where t has C-height 2.Proof Sketh. Consider the set fm 2 C : fNaNbBgKA � term(m)g. It isnon-empty beause it ontains hs; 2i. So it ontains a minimal member m0. Ifm0 lies on a regular strand t, then we an show that t 2 Resp[A;B;Na; Nb℄,and that t has two nodes (at least) in C.If instead m0 lies on a penetrator strand t, then t an be shown to be anE-strand with traeh�KA; �NaNbB; +fNaNbBgKAiBut this ontradits Proposition 5.13, whih implies that Na does not appearin the form shown in node ht; 2i. �A uniqueness result orresponding to 5.8 is easy to establish; it requires theassumption that Na 6= Nb.Propositions 5.2, 5.8, 5.10, 5.13, and 5.14 give a detailed insight into theonditions under whih the Needham-Shroeder-Lowe protool ahieves its au-thentiation and serey goals.6 Ideals and HonestyWe now introdue the onept of ideal to formulate general fats about thepenetrator's apabilities. 24



6.1 IdealsDe�nition 6.1 If k � K, a k-ideal of A is a subset I of A suh that for allh 2 I, g 2 A and K 2 k1. h g; g h 2 I.2. fhgK 2 I.The smallest k-ideal ontaining h is denoted Ik[h℄.It follows immediately from this de�nition and De�nition 2.11 that g � h if andonly if h 2 IK[g℄.De�nition 6.2 If S � A, Ik[S℄ is the smallest k-ideal ontaining S.The ideal struture is very simple:Proposition 6.3 If S � A, Ik[S℄ = Sx2S Ik[x℄.Proof. The property of being a k-ideal is equivalent to losure under themappings x 7! x a, x 7! a x and x 7! fxgk for k 2 k. Thus the union ofk-ideals is a k-ideal. Thus Sx2S Ik[x℄ is a k-ideal whih ontains S. ClearlySx2S Ik[x℄ � Ik[S℄. �Lemma 6.4 Let S0 = S, Si+1 = ffggK : g 2 I;[Si℄;K 2 kg. Then Ik[S℄ =Si I;[Si℄.Proof. By indution, Si � Ik[S℄, so Si I;[Si℄ � Ik[S℄. In the other diretion,Si I;[Si℄ is learly a k-ideal whih ontains S. �De�nition 6.5 A term is simple i� it is not of the form a b for a; b 2 A.Alternatively, a term is simple i� it is either an element of T, an element of Kor is of the form fhgK .Proposition 6.6 Suppose K 2 K; S � A; and for every s 2 S, s is simple andis not of the form fggK. If fhgK 2 Ik[S℄, then h 2 Ik[S℄.Note that S may ontain a term fggK0 where K 0 6= K and g ontains subtermsenrypted in K.Proof. AssumeK 2 K, fhgK 2 Ik[S℄ and h 62 Ik[S℄. Let I 0 be the set di�ereneIk[S℄ n f fhgK g. Clearly S � I 0, sine S does not ontain anything enryptedwith outermost key K. Moreover I 0 is a k-ideal: Sine Ik[S℄ is already an idealand fhgK is not of the form a b, I 0 learly satis�es the join losure onditionfor ideals. If fhgK = fh1gK0 for h1 2 I 0, then by Axiom 1 (free enryption),h = h1 2 I 0 � Ik[S℄ a ontradition. Thus I 0 is an ideal whih ontains S. Thisontradits the de�nition of Ik[S℄ as the smallest ideal whih ontains S. �Proposition 6.7 Suppose K 2 K; S � A; and every s 2 S is simple and is notof the form fggK. If fhgK 2 Ik[S℄ for K 2 K, then K 2 k.25



62 I 62 I 2 I�� ==) � �� ======) + �Figure 7: Entry Point for IThe proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.6.Proof. Assume K 2 K, fhgK 2 Ik[S℄ and K 62 k. As in the preedingproposition, let I 0 = Ik[S℄ n f fhgK g. For the same reason as before, S � I 0and I 0 satis�es the join losure ondition for ideals. Moreover, by free enryption,fhgK is not of the form fh0gK0 for anyK 0 2 k. Thus I 0 is an ideal whih ontainsS. This ontradits the de�nition of Ik[S℄. �Proposition 6.8 Suppose S � A, and every s 2 S is simple. If g h 2 Ik[S℄then either g 2 Ik[S℄ or h 2 Ik[S℄.Proof. In virtue of Lemma 6.4, g h 2 I;[Si℄ for some i. By Proposition 6.3,g h 2 I;[x℄ for some x 2 Si. This x is simple, as either i = 0, in whih aseSi = S, or else i = j + 1, in whih ase eah x 2 Si is of the form fhgK , andhene simple. We laim either g 2 I;[x℄ or h 2 I;[x℄. Otherwise, onsider theset I;[x℄ n fg hg. By the freeness assumption, it is an ;-ideal whih ontains x,ontraditing minimality. �6.2 Entry Points and HonestyReall from De�nition 2.3, Clause 6, that a node n is an entry point for I � A ifand only if term(n) = +t for some t 2 I and for all nodes n0 suh that n0 )+ n,term(n0) 62 I , as shown in Figure 7.Proposition 6.9 Suppose C is a bundle over A. If m is minimal in fm 2 C :term(m) 2 Ig, then m is an entry point for I.Proof. If term(m) = �h, then by De�nition 2.4 Clause 2, there is a nodem0 2 C with term(m0) = +h, violating minimality. If m0 )+ m and term(m0) 2I , then using De�nition 2.4 Clause 3 repeatedly, m0 2 C, again ontraditingminimality. �De�nition 6.10 A set I � A is honest relative to a bundle C if and only ifwhenever a penetrator node p is an entry point for I, p is an M node or a Knode.Thus, I is honest relative to C if the penetrator an ahieve entry into I onlyby a luky guess: either he utters the right none or other text in a luky Mnode, or he utters the right key in a luky K node. He does not dedue it viahis abilities to derypt and enrypt, or to onatenate and separate.26



6.3 More Bounds on the PenetratorOur main theorem interrelates the struture of ideals with the possible ases fora penetrator strand.Theorem 6.11 Suppose C is a bundle over A; S � T [ K; k � K; and K �S [ k�1. Then Ik[S℄ is honest.Proof. Let I = Ik[S℄. Beause I \ K = S \ K, we may infer K n I = K n S �k�1. Also, sine S � T [ K, the set S ontains nothing enrypted and noonatenations, so Propositions 6.8 and 6.6 an be applied.Suppose m is a penetrator node and an entry point for I . We now onsiderthe various kinds of strands on whih a penetrator node an our. By thede�nition of entry point, m annot be on a strand of kind F or kind T. Considernow the remaining ases:C. m is on a strand with trae h�g;�h;+h gi. Sine h g 2 I , by Proposi-tion 6.8, one of g; h must be in I , ontraditing the de�nition of entry point.S. m is on a strand with trae h�h g;+h;+gi. Sine term(m) must be positive,m is either the seond or third node of the strand, so either h 2 I or g 2 I . Bythe ideal property, h g 2 I , ontraditing the de�nition of entry point.D. m belongs to a strand with trae h�K�10 ;�fhgK0 ;+hi. By the assumptionthatm is an entry point for I ,K�10 62 I . Hene,K�10 62 S. However, K � S[k�1.Therefore K�10 2 k�1, so K0 2 k. By the k-ideal property of I , fhgK0 2 I ,ontraditing the de�nition of entry point.E. m belongs to a strand with trae h�K 0;�h;+ fhgK0i. By assumptionfhgK0 2 I . By Proposition 6.6, h 2 I , ontraditing the de�nition of entrypoint.The only remaining possibilities are that m is on a strand of kind M or ofkind K as asserted. �In our analysis of Otway-Rees in Setion 7, we use two orollaries of thismain result. The �rst allows us to onlude (in some situations) that if a keythat is not originally known to the penetrator is transmitted, then a regular(i.e. non-penetrator) node has provided the entry point.Corollary 6.12 Suppose C is a bundle, K = S [ k�1 and S \ KP = ;. If thereexists a node m 2 C suh that term(m) 2 Ik[S℄, then there exists a regular noden 2 C suh that n is an entry point for Ik[S℄.Proof. Assume that no regular node is an entry point for Ik[S℄. By hypothesis,fn 2 C : term(n) 2 Ik[S℄g is non-empty and therefore ontains a minimalelement m. By Proposition 6.9, m is an entry point for Ik[S℄. m annot beregular, and so must be a penetrator node. Theorem 6.11 implies m is either apenetrator node of kind M or of kind K.27



However, sine K = S[k�1, S � K. Hene Ik[S℄\T = ;, so m is not of kindM. Beause S \ KP = ;, m is not of kind K. �Proposition 3.3 is a speial ase of this, in whih fKg is hosen as S and Kis hosen as k.The seond orollary gives a ondition under whih enryption guarantees anon-penetrator origin.Corollary 6.13 Suppose C is a bundle; K = S [ k�1; S \ KP = ;; and noregular node 2 C is an entry point for Ik[S℄. Then any term of the form fggKfor K 2 S does not originate on a penetrator strand.Proof. By Corollary 6.12, for every node m 2 C, term(m) 62 I = Ik[S℄. Sup-pose t1 = fggK for K 2 S originates on a penetrator strand m. By inspetion,m annot our on a penetrator strand of kind F, T, K, M, C or S. Considerthe remaining ases:E. m ours on a strand with trae h�K0;�h;+fhgK0i. Now K0 62 I and soK0 6= K. Sine fggK � fhgK0 , Proposition 2.12 implies fggK � h, ontradit-ing the de�nition of entry point.D. m belongs to a strand with trae h�K0�1;�fhgK0 ;+hi: If fggK � h, thenfggK � fhgK0 , ontraditing the de�nition of entry point. �Although, as we will illustrate in the next setion, these theorems aboutideals are frequently quite useful, not all protool orretness assertions �t thispartiular mold. In fat, the Needham-Shroeder-Lowe protool is a ounterex-ample. In Lemma 5.4, we proved that the minimal members of the setS = fn 2 C : Nb � term(n) ^ fNaNbBgKA 6� term(n)gare regular nodes. This set S is not an ideal; instead, it is formed from thedi�erene of two ideals:S = fn 2 C : term(n) 2 IK[Nb℄ n IK[fNaNbBgKA ℄gThe ruial, authentiating step in whih the initiator demonstrates his identityto the respondent is this one; if his private key is unompromised only he anextrat Nb and emit a term ontaining Nb but not fNaNbBgKA . Thus, in thisase, we need to be able to reason about the entry points into this di�erene ofideals.However, we have used these results about ideals to prove fats about theYahalom protool and (in [30℄) the Neuman-Stubblebine protool. Maneki hasused orresponding results to prove a version of the TMN protool [16℄. Thus,they seem to be quite widely useful, espeially to reason about shared serets.7 The Otway-Rees ProtoolIn this setion, we will illustrate the mahinery of ideals and honesty by applyingit to analyze the Otway-Rees protool.28
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wwwwwwwwwwwwwww� M4 ��wwM1 =M AB fNaM ABgKASM2 =M AB fNaM ABgKAS fNbM ABgKBSM3 =M fNaKABgKAS fNbKABgKBSM4 =M fNaKABgKASFigure 8: Message Exhange in Otway-Rees7.1 The Otway-Rees Protool ItselfThis protool has three roles: initiator, responder, and server. The goal of theprotool is to authentiate initiator and responder mutually and to distribute asession key generated by a server. See Figure 8.To provide a mathematial model of this protool, we re�ne the algebra Ain ways similar to those in Setion 5:� A set Tname � T of names.� A mapping K : Tname ! K. This is intended to denote the mappingwhih assoiates to eah prinipal the key it shares with the server. Inthe literature on this protool this mapping is usually written using sub-sripts: K(A) = KAS . We assume the mapping A 7! KAS is injetive.We also assume KAS = K�1AS, i.e. that the protool is using symmetriryptography.We will adopt some onventions on variables for the remainder of this setion:� Variables A;B range over Tname;� Variables K;K 0 range over K;� Variables N;M (or the same letters deorated with subsripts) range overT n Tname, i.e. those texts that are not names.Other letters suh as G and H range over all of A. We would emphasize thatNa is just a variable, having no reliable onnetion to A, whereas KAS is the29



result of applying the funtion K to the argument A. Thus, the latter reliablyrefers to the long term key shared between A and S.De�nition 7.1 1. Init[A;B;N;M;K℄ is the set of strands s 2 � whose traeis h+M AB fNM ABgKAS ;�M fN KgKASiThe prinipal assoiated with a strand s 2 Init[A;B;N;M;K℄ is A.2. Resp[A;B;N;M;K;H;H 0℄ is de�ned when N 6� H; its value then is theset of strands in � whose trae ish � M ABH;+ M ABH fNM ABgKBS ;� MH 0 fN KgKBS ;+ MH 0iThe prinipal assoiated with a strand s 2 Resp[A;B;N;M;K;H;H 0℄ isB.3. Serv[A;B;Na; Nb;M;K℄ is de�ned if K 62 KP, K 62 fKAS : A 2 Tnamegand K = K�1; its value then is the set of strands in � whose trae is:h � M AB fNaM ABgKAS fNbM ABgKBS ;+ M fNaKgKAS fNbKgKBSiThe prinipal assoiated with a strand s 2 Serv[A;B;Na; Nb;M;K℄ is a�xed server S0.In the de�nition of the responder traes, the ondition N 6� H implies Noriginates on eah strand in Resp[A;B;N;M;K;H;H 0℄. A protool partii-pant annot inspet the ontents of H to enfore this ondition, sine undernormal operation of the protool, H is iphertext inaessible to the partii-pant. Rather, we are assuming that this ondition is enfored by a probabilistimehanism.We sometimes �nd it onvenient to use the � to indiate union over someindies. Thus for instane Resp[A;B;Nb;M;K; �; �℄ =[H;H0 Resp[A;B;Nb;M;K;H;H 0℄In the extreme ase in whih all the parameters are �, we omit them; for instane,Init = Init[�; �; �; �; �℄.Lemma 7.2 The sets Serv; Init;Resp are pairwise disjoint.Proof. It suÆes to prove the sets of traes are disjoint. Originator traesbegin with a positive term. The seond term of of a responder trae has width(De�nition 2.10) at least 4, whereas for a server trae the width is exatly 3.30



De�nition 7.3 An Otway-Rees strand spae is an in�ltrated strand spae �suh that � = Serv [ Init [ Resp [ P.This union is disjoint, by Lemma 7.2 and the observation that P ontainsno strands of the same form as Serv [ Init [ Resp.Fix an Otway-Rees strand spae � over A.7.2 Otway-Rees: SereyWe �rst prove that session keys distributed by the server annot be dislosedunless the penetrator possesses one of the long-term keys used in the run. Weshow that a session key an never our in a form in whih it is not enryptedby the partiipants' long-term keys.Theorem 7.4 Suppose C is a bundle in �; A;B 2 Tname; K is uniquelyoriginating; KAS ;KBS 62 KP; and sserv 2 Serv[A;B;Na; Nb;M;K℄. Let S =fKAS;KBS;Kg and k = K n S.For every node m 2 C, term(m) 62 Ik[K℄.Proof. By Proposition 6.3, it suÆes to prove the stronger statement that forevery node m, term(m) 62 Ik[S℄. Sine S \ KP = ; , k = k�1 and K = k [ S, byCorollary 6.12 it suÆes to show that no regular node m is an entry point forIk[S℄.We will argue by ontradition and assume m is a regular node whih is anentry point for Ik[S℄. Sine m is an entry point for Ik[S℄, by the de�nitions,it follows that term(m) is an element of Ik[S℄. By 6.3, this implies that one ofthe keys K, KAS, KBS is a subterm of term(m). Now no regular node ontainsany key of the form KXS as a subterm. In fat, the only keys whih ouras subterms of term(m) (for m regular) are the session keys emanating from aserver. But by the de�nition of server strands, the set of suh keys is disjointfrom the set of keys of the form KXS. It thus follows K must be a subterm ofterm(m).If m is a positive regular node on a strand s, then K � term(m) implieseither:1. s 2 Serv and m = hs; 2i, in whih ase K is the session key of s; or2. s 2 Resp[�; �; �; �; �; H; �℄, m = hs; 2i, and K � H .In ase 2, m is not an entry point for Ik[S℄, beause H � hs; 1i, whih is apreeding negative node.So onsider ase 1. By the unique origination of K, s = sserv, so term(m) =M fNaKgKAS fNbKgKBS . By Proposition 6.8, either1. M 2 Ik[S℄, or2. fNaKgKAS 2 Ik[S℄, or3. fNbKgKBS 2 Ik[S℄.But the �rst is impossible by De�nition 6.1; the seond and third are impossibleby Proposition 6.7. � 31



7.3 Otway-Rees: AuthentiationIn this subsetion we will prove the authentiation guarantees that Otway-Reesprovides to its initiator and responder. It is also possible to prove that theprotool provides authentiation guarantees to the server, but we will not do sohere. We �rst \import" the onsequene of Corollary 6.13 that we will need.Proposition 7.5 Consider a bundle C in �. Suppose X 2 Tname is suh thatKXS 62 KP. Then no term of the form fggKXS for X 2 Tname an originate ona penetrator node in C.Proof. Let S = fKXSg and k = K. To apply Corollary 6.13, we must hekthat no regular node is an entry point for IK[S℄, or equivalently, that KXS doesnot originate on any regular node.A key K originates on a regular node only if it is a session key K originatingon a server strand s 2 Serv[�; �; �; �;K; �; �℄. However, by the de�nition of Serv,the session key K is never a long term key KXS.Hene, we may apply Corollary 6.13 to IK[S℄, so any term fggKXS an onlyoriginate on a regular node. �Proposition 7.6 If fHgKXS originates on a regular strand s, then:1. If s 2 Serv, then H = N K for N 2 A and K 2 K.2. If s 2 Init, then H = NM X C for N 2 A, M 2 T and X;C 2 Tname.3. If s 2 Resp, then H = N M CX for N 2 A, M 2 T and X;C 2 Tname.Proof. By the de�nition of originating (De�nition 2.3, Clause 7), if the termfHgKXS originates on m, then m is positive.If s 2 Init thenm = hs; 1i. Thus term(m) is of the formM AB fN M ABgKAS .The only enrypted subterm of this term, fNM ABgKAS , is of form 2.If s 2 Resp, then the positive nodes of s are hs; 2i and hs; 4i. The enryptedsubterms of hs; 2i have plaintext of forms 2 and 3 respetively, while the en-rypted subterm of hs; 4i has form 1 whih is not originating.A similar argument holds if s 2 Serv. �Corollary 7.7 Suppose s is a regular strand of �.1. If fN KgKXS originates on s, then either� s 2 Serv[A;X;N 0; N;M;K℄� s 2 Serv[X;B;N;N 0;M;K℄for some A;B;N 0;M . In either ase the term originates on the node hs; 2iand K originates on s.2. If fN M ABgKAS originates on s, with A 6= B then� s 2 Init[A;B;N;M;K℄ 32



for some K. The term originates on the node hs; 1i and N originates ons.3. If fN M ABgKBS originates on s, with A 6= B then� s 2 Resp[A;B;N;M;K;H;H 0℄for some K;H;H 0. The term originates on the node hs; 2i and N origi-nates on s.Proof. Sine s is regular, s 2 Serv [ Init [ Resp. Apply Proposition 7.6. �7.3.1 Initiator's GuaranteeThe following theorem asserts that if a bundle ontains a strand s 2 Init, thenunder reasonable assumptions, there are regular strands sresp 2 Resp and sserv 2Serv whih agree on the initiator, responder, and M values.Theorem 7.8 Suppose C is a bundle in �; A 6= B; Na is uniquely originatingin C; and KAS;KBS 62 KP.If s 2 Init[A;B;Na;M;K℄ has C-height 2, then for some Nb 2 T there areregular strands� sresp 2 Resp[A;B;Nb;M; �; �; �℄ of C-height at least 2.� sserv 2 Serv[A;B;Na; Nb;M;K℄ of C-height 2.Proof. The assumption of the theorem meansh+ M AB fNaM ABgKAS ;� M fNaKgKASiis the C-trae of a strand s.Sine KAS 62 KP, by Proposition 7.5, fNaKgKAS originates on a regularnode in C. By Corollary 7.7, this node belongs to a strand sserv whih satis�esone of the onditions:1. sserv 2 Serv[A;X;Na; Nb;M1;K℄, or2. sserv 2 Serv[X;A;Nb; Na;M1;K℄where X 2 Tname, and Nb;M1 2 T. Sine hsserv; 2i 2 C, sserv has C-height 2.If ondition 1 holds, fNaM1AXgKAS � term(hsserv; 1i). By Proposi-tion 7.5, fNaM1AXgKAS originates on a regular strand s1, and by Corol-lary 7.7, Na originates on the same strand s1. By the unique origination of Na,s = s1. Thus M1 =M and X = B, and sserv 2 Serv[A;B;Na; Nb;M;K℄.By Proposition 7.5, fNbM ABgKBS originates on a regular node in C. ByCorollary 7.7, this node is the seond on a strand sresp 2 Resp[A;B;Nb;M; �; �; �℄.Sine hsresp; 2i 2 C, it follows sresp has C-height at least 2.33



Suppose that ondition 2 holds instead. Then fNaM1X AgKAS is a subtermof term(hsserv; 1i). By Proposition 7.5, fNaM1X AgKAS originates on a regularstrand s1, and by Corollary 7.7, Na originates on the same strand s1. Bythe unique origination of Na, s = s1. Hene by Corollary 7.7, X = A = B,ontraditing an assumption. �Remarks. Even though the intention of the protool design is to have B re-eive H = fNaM ABgKAS from A there is no way to prevent a penetratorfrom replaing fNaM ABgKAS with garbage. Moreover a penetrator an pre-vent the output of the server from reahing B. Thus, we annot show that Bhas C-height > 2.7.3.2 Responder's GuaranteeThe responder an rest assured that if a bundle ontains a strand s 2 Resp, thenunder familiar assumptions there are regular strands sinit 2 Init and sserv 2 Servwhih agree on the initiator, responder, and M values. Its proof is very similarto the proof of Theorem 7.8.Theorem 7.9 Suppose C is a bundle in �; A 6= B; Nb is uniquely originatingin C; and KAS;KBS 62 KP.If s 2 Resp[A;B;Nb;M;K;H;H 0℄ has C-height at least 3, then there areregular strands� sinit 2 Init[A;B; �;M; �℄ of C-height at least 1.� sserv 2 Serv[A;B; �; Nb;M;K℄ of C-height 2.Proof. The assumption of the proposition means the C-trae of s ontains atleast: h � M ABH;+ M ABH fNbM ABgKBS ;� MH 0 fNbKgKBSiSine KBS 62 KP, by Proposition 7.5, fNbKgKBS originates on a regularnode in C. By Corollary 7.7, this node belongs to a strand sserv whih satis�esone of the following two onditions:1. sserv 2 Serv[X;B;Nb; N;M1;K℄, or2. sserv 2 Serv[B;X;N;Nb;M1;K℄where X 2 Tname, and N;M1 2 T. Sine hsserv; 2i 2 C, sserv has C-height 2.If ondition 1 holds, then fNbM1X BgKBS � hsserv; 1i. By Proposition 7.5,fNbM1X BgKBS originates on a regular strand s1, and by Corollary 7.7, Nboriginates on the strand s1. By the unique origination of Nb, s = s1. HeneX = B = A, ontraditing an assumption.34



Suppose that ondition 2 holds instead. Again, fNbM1X BgKBS � hsserv; 1i.By Proposition 7.5, fNbM1X BgKBS originates on a regular strand s1, and byCorollary 7.7, Nb originates on the strand s1. By the unique origination of Nb,s = s1. Thus, M1 =M and X = A, and sserv 2 Serv[A;B;N;Nb;M;K℄.By Proposition 7.5, fNM ABgKAS originates on a regular node in C. ByCorollary 7.7, this node belongs to a strand sinit 2 Init[A;B;N;M; �℄. sinit hasC-height at least 1. �Remarks. As in the previous theorem there are some penetrator behaviorsthat annot be prevented. For instane the penetrator ould take the enryptedsession key that B is supposed to pass on to A and throw it away. Hene, wean not show that the initiator's strand has C-height > 1.More signi�antly, the above argument makes vividly lear why the BANmodi�ation to Otway-Rees [3, Setion 4℄ might fail, as was shown by Mao andBoyd [17℄. In that modi�ation the none Nb is outside the enryption. Thoughit is still true, when ondition 2 holds, that the term fM1X BgKBS originateson a regular strand s1, this term does not ontain Nb. Hene, s1 may not be anorigination point for Nb, and we an no longer onlude that s1 = s.Indeed, the BAN modi�ation also requires a weakening of Theorem 7.8, aswe an no longer infer that the responder and the server strands will agree onthe responder's none Nb.7.3.3 A Missing GuaranteeThe authentiation theorems do not establish something that we had expetedthey would, namely that if a bundle C ontains omplete initiator and responderstrands, then they agree on the session key distributed.That is, one annot strengthen Theorem 7.8 by replaing the asterisk byK toobtain sresp 2 Resp[A;B;Nb;M;K; �; �℄. Nor an one strengthen Theorem 7.9by replaing an asterisk by K to obtain sinit 2 Init[A;B; �;M;K℄. The reasonis that there is a ounterexample, a bundle C (illustrated in Figure 9) in whiheah player has a omplete strand in C, and they agree on A, B, and M , butthey do not agree on K.Although this protool has been studied very arefully in the past (e.g. [3,17, 24℄), this weakness appears not to be expliit in the literature. For instane,the BAN authors [3, Setion 4℄ suggest the ontrary, that the two partiipantsat the end eah believe of a (single) key KAB that it is a good shared key forA and B. The authors omment that neither prinipal an know whether thekey is known to the other, but this is presumably beause neither prinipalknows whether the other has ompleted his strand. Paulson [24℄, despite hisvery detailed argument, does not omment on this point.Presumably this protool weakness is not serious, as no shared keys aredislosed. However, it serves to illustrate the subtleties that remain poorlyunderstood even in very familiar protools.35
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8 Conlusion8.1 DisussionIn this paper, we have developed the idea of strand spaes for proving theorretness of ryptographi protools. We have also developed some algebraimahinery|the notion of ideal|to supplement the strand spae idea, and toprove general, re-usable bounds on the penetrator (Setion 6). Our methodsexploit two partial orderings, namely the subterm relation � between termsand the � relation between nodes. Indutive harateristis of these orderingsare formulated via the notion of an ideal in the ase of �, and via a least elementpriniple in the ase of �.Our work is losely related to Paulson's indutive approah [24, 23, 25℄. Paul-son models a protool as a set of rules for extending a sequene of events; someof these rules represent ations by legitimate partiipants, while others representations by the penetrator. A sequene of events generated by these rules orre-sponds roughly to a bundle. Paulson expresses authentiation goals and sereygoals as properties of these sequenes, whih he an then prove by indution onthe way that the sequene is generated. The general-purpose theorem-provingsystem Isabelle [22℄ provides mehanial support for the reasoning.By ontrast, our approah uses a partially ordered struture, the bundle.As we mentioned, Lemma 2.7 is in e�et an indution priniple on the partialorder �C. The nodes in the bundle are organized into strands. Naturally, everybundle may be linearized into an event sequene in at least one way, while anyevent sequene determines a bundle.However, we think there are two advantages to our approah.� The bundle ontains exatly the ausally relevant information. There isno ordering relation between two nodes unless the ausality determinedby the basi relations! and) requires one, and this simpli�es indutivearguments.� The strand aptures a great deal of information. A partiular strandmay be known to have nodes in a bundle (e.g. beause a value originatesuniquely on it). From this we an identify the whole sequene of relevantations for that partiipant, whih aids in isolating the exat agreementproperties the protool satis�es. We believe this is why our results aresomewhat sharper than others in the literature.The strand spae framework an also be used in other ways, apart frombeing used simply to prove a protool orret. For instane, it ould be used togive an alternate semantis for belief logis, whether applied to ryptographiprotools [3, 2℄ or distributed systems more broadly [10℄, in ontrast to themore usual semantial approahes based on sequenes of events or states. Theloalization that the notion of strand o�ers should help to re�ne and sharpensuh models. Alternatively, results about authentiation protools proved ina strand spae ontext an be imported into the more usual linear models bylinearizing the bundles. 37



The spei� algebrai properties we have onsidered are still elementary.They are applied under assumptions (suh as \free enryption") that are stillrestritive. However, as reent work suggests [16℄, it is likely that the approahan be used in the ase of message algebras with less restritive assumptions.8.2 The Goals of ProtoolsWe have proved a variety of spei� results about protools; eah of them for-malizes a protool goal. They inlude:� Serey results for both protools (Theorems 5.10, 5.13, and 7.4);� Agreement properties for Needham-Shroeder-Lowe (Theorems 5.2 and 5.14)and Otway-Rees (Theorems 7.8 and 7.9);� A uniqueness (\injetiveness") result for Needham-Shroeder-Lowe (The-orem 5.8), but not for Otway-Rees (Figure 9 gives a ounterexample).However, eah of these results is a little di�erent. Theorems 5.2 and 5.14 di�erin whih keys must be unompromised and in the C-height of the orrespondingstrand. Theorem 5.2 has the additional assumption that the initiator and therespondent use di�erent nones.Thus, despite the fat that our proof methods are fairly tightly organizedaround indution (Lemma 2.7) and the bounds on the penetrator (Theorems 3.3and 6.11, along with the orollaries of the latter), the protool goals to be provedare hand-rafted so as to �t eah spei� protool and to express optimally whatit ahieves. To what extent is this variability a real fat of life, and to whatextent is it a drawbak of our method?In the following paragraphs we will argue that eah of serey and authen-tiation should not be thought of as a single property, ditating a rigidly for-mulated theorem to be proved about protools. Rather, eah is a logial formthat suggests a kind of theorem to be onsidered. One of the main things to belearnt from protool analysis is exatly whih theorems of these kinds are trueof a protool.What is Serey? One kind of orretness property for protools is serey.This means that some value, usually a key, never falls into the wrong hands.Exatly what this means for a partiular protool may vary, although there isa logial form ommon to all.A serey theorem, stating that none of the values in the set S an bedislosed, takes the form of a sentene S(�; S):8C 8s 8n : �(s) ^ n 2 C =) term(n) 62 Ik[S℄in whih we write k for (KnS)�1, and we let C range over bundles, s over strands,and n over nodes. The hypothesis �(s) frequently ontains assumptions aboutkeys used in s being unompromised; it frequently ontains assumptions that38



values sent or reeived are uniquely originating; and it frequently stipulateswhat kind of strand s is, suh as an initiator strand or a responder strand.To see that S(�; S) really expresses serey, �rst suppose that K 2 KP \ S.Then there exist bundles C ontaining penetrator K-nodes emitting K. Sounless the anteedent of the onditional is always false, S(�; S) annot be true.Moreover, for a value in S to be dislosed, it is neessary that it our eitherunenrypted or else enrypted only using keys whose inverse the penetratorould obtain. The set k inludes all keys whose inverse the penetrator anobtain before obtaining any value in S. Hene, so long as term(n) 62 Ik[S℄ forall n 2 C, the penetrator annot derive any term ontaining a value in S in aform that he an derypt.This form of serey for a set of data values is formally di�erent than theorresponding notion disussed in setion 4. The notion proposed there statesthat a set S is seret if nothing in S is ever reeived or transmitted in thelear by anybody. The formally stronger notion proposed here says that S isseret if nothing in Ik[S℄ is ever reeived or transmitted by anybody. However,if for some node n 2 C, term(n) 2 Ik[S℄, then by adding penetrator strands,we an onstrut a bundle C0 suh that that for some penetrator node n 2 C0,term(n) 2 S.We prefer the form we have given here, as an expliation of serey, beauseit mathes the strong methods we have developed in Setion 6 for proving se-rey results. Although for expository reasons Theorems 5.10 and 5.13 werenot stated in the form S(�; S), they amount to theorems of this form takingS = fKA;KB ; Ng where N = Nb or N = Na respetively.What is Authentiation? Aording to one view, an authentiation goal isone that establishes the identity of one prinipal (\entity") to another prinipal.Unfortunately, this onept of authentiation seems vague and na��ve: It doesnot say whih ations may be traed bak to that prinipal, or during whatperiod of time its identity remains unhanged.The authentiation properties we have proved above are motivated by thedesire|shared with other authors [15, 26, 32℄|to replae this na��ve view ofauthentiation by a more meaningful onept. When we prove an authenti-ation property, we prove that a bundle ontains a regular strand of a givenC-height (subjet to some assumptions). Thus we have shown that a well de-�ned sequene of events has been performed by the prinipal assoiated withthat regular strand. A result of this form seems to us to extrat a ore of preisemeaning from the traditional notion of entity authentiation.All of our authentiation results have a logial form in ommon. They alltake the form of a sentene A(i; j; �;  ):8C 8s 9s0 : C-height(s) = i ^ �(s) =) C-height(s0) = j ^  (s; s0)The hypothesis �(s) typially says what type of strand s is, suh as an initiatorstrand or a responder strand. It typially ontains assumptions that ertainvalues are uniquely originating and that ertain keys are unompromised. It39
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